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editor’s note

INSPIRED LEADERSHIP
IN ARCHITECTURE
Paul Kotze,
Editor

W

hen a building is considered, experienced or
used as a completed product, inevitably the
serious and reflective person thinks about the
circumstances that underpin and precede it.
Closely coupled to this contemplation is the idea and
reality of leadership in architecture in whatever form
it might manifest.
To achieve any architectural form requires leadership.
Not only leadership to ‘get the job done’ as if it is a
mass-produced consumer product, but inspired
leadership that is deeply knowledgeable about the
long history of our architectural traditions as well as
a kind of leadership that would leave all concerned
and the environment better off in the end. The nature
of leadership in architecture is closely linked with
how the professional architect is viewed, defined and
experienced. We need to decide
if the architect is there to serve,
or to be served as the one of
a kind highly gifted ‘celebrity’
bringing unique insight and
a ‘new’ way forward. The truth
of the matter, in this case, might
be somewhere in the middle.
However, part of this idea that
the architect is a hero figure is
bred into their training. It starts
when there is a type of ‘do or
die’ process of defending
ideas against the all-knowing
adjudicating panels used in schools of architecture. In
this process, ego is placed against ego. The reality and
value of collaboration is nullified in this manner, while
we all know that this is not the way that many of the
successes that define our world have been achieved.
It would seem that younger generations, especially
those that have been highly influenced by the electronic
revolution, place higher values on collaboration. In
this mode of thinking, the involvement of the architect
changes from the ‘leader’ to the collaborator, partner
or facilitator in the process of achieving buildings.
In this manner, the architect leadership role could be
turned into the person that inspires higher levels of

Architectural practice
is not merely a process
that delivers ‘objects’. It
is, in fact, a complex field
that needs to foster and
control many competing
and contradictory forces.
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achievement and aspiration, rather than settling
for the lowest common denominator that can also
be the outcome of teamwork.
We all know that architectural practice is not merely
a process that delivers ‘objects’. It is, in fact, a complex
field that needs to foster and control many competing
and contradictory forces. It needs to also give the creative
process its space while taking care of the expectations of
the client and the economic survival of the professional
practice as well as controlling the complex process
of realising our clients’ buildings. In the world of
management teams/consultants/gurus, the scientific
methods that they have developed do not leave a neat
niche for the leadership skills set required for architects.
The series of skills required of us is very different
than what is required for the more ‘ordinary’ ways of
managing people. When we consider architectural
leadership in this broader manner we realise that it really
deals with the creation of inspired value, not only in
the way that we make buildings, but also in the manner
that people are empowered by the process. All architects
know that the creation of trust amongst everybody
involved in the process is crucial in the effective
realisation of any building. This trust needs to extend
to the creative process. We need to believe in it. We need
to believe that it is the most beneficial manner to create
buildings even if it looks ‘messy’. In this, we need to
find the balance between the required freedom of
the creative process and the strictures of the actually
achieving well-built and idealistically created buildings.
This issue of Architecture SA is precisely such
a celebration of leadership in architecture. In this
case, it is the positions of leadership that have been
achieved over extended periods of time under a wide
variety of circumstances. It is also those positions of
leadership that have been widely recognised by the
architectural profession in the country. Individuals
might have been singled out in this manner, yet they
would surely be the first to recognise the influences
and contributions of others in their achievements.
Hopefully, this publication can take the story of their
brilliance and dedication to the wider public who
should be the ultimate beneficiary. ■
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notes and news

A VOLATILE YEAR
T

he curtain came down on a very volatile year
on all fronts. Economically, anticipated overall
growth of less than 2% told the sad story of how
sluggishly our economy performed in 2017. And,
the political instability that resulted in South Africa
being downgraded to sub-investment status certainly
did not improve the situation.
The built environment was not saved from the effect
of slow economic growth as companies resorted to
shedding jobs in an effort to remain afloat. In addition,
limited work opportunities in the architectural sector
added to the woes faced by architects plying their trade
in a very hostile environment.
The shenanigans playing out at the South African
Council for the Architectural Profession (SACAP) did
not help matters. The lack of promulgation of the

Identification of Work and Professional Fees documents
by SACAP continued to keep the industry in limbo.
The South African Institute of Architects (SAIA)
was, however, able to forge meaningful engagements
with the minister, which culminated in the latter
gracing the prestigious SAIA Individual Awards and
Presidential Inauguration Ceremony held in Pretoria
during November.
We remain optimistic that 2018 will bring better
prospects for the profession and our eminent members.
We continue to call upon our esteemed members to
keep their hands firmly on the ‘architectural professional
plough’ and ply their trade with excellence and
distinguishment. This is, in fact, the reputation that
South African architects are known and recognised
for on the African continent and beyond.

Obert Chakarisa,
SAIA CEO

contributors

images: supplied

HANNAH LE ROUX, associate

professor at the University
of the Witwatersrand’s School
of Architecture and Planning,
is concerned with remediating
the consequences of apartheid
and colonial construction
through critical design,
narrative and collective studio
work. A Mellon research fellow,
she is part of the Canadian
Centre for Architecture’s
project, Architecture
and/for the Environment.
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GAARITH WILLIAMS, an architect
at the Development Action
Group (DAG), has taught
at the University of Cape
Town’s School of Architecture,
Planning and Geomatics.
He serves on the Built
Environment and Landscape
Committee of Heritage
Western Cape.

GEORGE ELPHICK, a founding
partner of Elphick Proome
Architects and an Emma
Smith Art Scholar and
Le Sueur Scholar, has served
as a design critic for five
national universities. His
completed projects include
the design and implementation
of corporate offices, mixeduse developments and highrise apartments, as well as
interior design commissions
throughout Africa.

NICHOLAS (NICK) PROOME,

a founding partner of
Elphick Proome Architects, is
experienced in master planning
of medical and educational
buildings, precinct planning
and mixed-use development.
His expertise lies in the
inception and implementation
of large commercial and
industrial projects requiring
overall co-ordination to
ensure economic viability, and
subsequent construction.
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COUNTDOWN – PREPARE
TO PARTICIPATE
By: Su Linning

A

s reported in the previous edition, SAIA
commissioned experts from the UK who were
part of the annual RIBA Benchmark Survey and
the Annual Fee Survey to compile a survey of
the state of the profession in South Africa. The survey
will be in two parts – the first is about the business of
architecture and the second is a fee survey.
Based on the results of the former, a practice will be
able to compare itself to many key business benchmarks,
such as profitability, salaries, expenses, non-fee earning
staff ratios, marketing spend and jobs won versus jobs
chased. From the latter, members will be able to see
the average percentage fee charged by South African
practices across a wide range of project types, crossreferenced by project value and differentiated by region.

EPA on Exhibit

The survey goes live at the end of January 2018 and
will run until the beginning of March. The data will be
analysed according to the size of practice, so it will be
possible to see how a particular practice’s performance
compares with the average for practices of a similar size.
Data will also be analysed by region, so, for example, you
can compare salaries for different types of staff by region.
The survey report is designed to be an essential reference
tool for the financial management of SAIA practices and
will be made available to participating practices at the end
of April. This type of data, at this level of analysis, has never
before been collected for the profession in South Africa.
We invite all SAIA practices to participate in this
endeavour. Let our voice be heard about the true state
of our profession.

A review of the 29th Sophia Gray
Memorial Lecture Exhibition.

O
1

2

n 31 August 2017, George Elphick and Nick
Proome, principals of the Durban-based practice,
Elphick Proome Architects (EPA), delivered
the 29th Sophia Gray Memorial Lecture. Titled
‘Evolution’, their lecture analysed the genealogy of
10 EPA projects, which the concomitant exhibition at
Oliewenhuis Art Museum illustrated with posters and
12 models specially built using laser-cut technology.
Like all of EPA’s work, the exhibition was as thorough
as it was striking and, considering that the practice was
founded in 1988, there was something magical about the
coincidence of the 29th year of practice and laureation.
George and Nick are both products of the University
of Natal, where they excelled as students. Their earliest
works were acknowledged with two awards in the

1 An enthusiastic George Elphick. 2 Nick Proome explaining what it takes.
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1991 programme. This was followed by two national
Corobrik-SAIA Awards for Excellence - one for their
practice, EPA studio in Westville (2008).
The Sophia Gray accolade prompted reflection, for which
the principals applied their minds and (much) money. EPA
architecture has always been thoroughly documented,
which eased the genealogical analysis, and a staffer, Pierre
Roetz, was assigned full-time curatorship for a few months.
What was different about this Sophia Gray exhibition?
First, there was no last-minute attempt to ‘get things up’.
Second, there was an ordered approach to the layout by
typology and chronology. This wasn’t a case of displaying
all work, but of being selective. It was clear that the past
is history, but that at EPA the present and future are
informed by history.
In guided tours of the exhibition, George and Nick
pointed to aspects they’d addressed in the lecture and
answered questions. The exhibition was restaged at EPA
Studio. Here’s to the next 29 years! ■

images: Courtesy Oliewenhuis Art Gallery

By: Walter Peters, Emeritus Professor of Architecture (UKZN and UFS)
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The SAIA

award
winners

Introducing the four most recent winners of the SAIA Awards.

Posthumous Gold Medal −
Jeremy Robert Rose

Jeremy Robert Rose co-founded Mashabane Rose
Associates (MRA) with Phill Mashabane in 1995. Barely
20 years later, on 20 December 2015, Rose tragically
passed away at age 52, leaving a palpable void not
only in the practice, but also in the broader industry.
Despite being cut short, Rose’s prolific
career left an impressive legacy of
design excellence and an undeniably
memorable mark on contemporary
South African architecture.
After graduating from the University
of the Witwatersrand in 1988, Rose
went into exile in Botswana where
he practised as a young architect for
several years. Upon his return to a new democratic
South Africa in 1995, it didn’t take long for the newlyformed MRA to establish itself through its passionate
and determined commitment to making a meaningful
contribution to post-apartheid South Africa.
Challenging the odds of a start-up practice, Rose
and Mashabane set about generating work in the
heritage sector; a genre of particular interest to them
both. Their self-commissioned Soweto Heritage Trail

The talented architect
was an equally
gifted and generous
architectural teacher
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opened the door to an impressive portfolio of awardwinning projects that expanded an inclusive cultural
narrative of South Africa, including the Apartheid
Museum (SAIA Award of Excellence), the Hector
Pieterson Memorial and Museum, the Mandela House
Museum, the Liliesleaf museum (SAIA Award of Merit)
and HAPO Freedom Park (SAIA Award of Excellence).
As principal designer, Rose was the driving force
behind the practice’s architectural expression, the impact
of which was evident in their regular placement on the
‘finalists’ roll’ for architectural design competitions,
locally and internationally. Their exceptional
presentations raised the bar in this arena for the
profession. Significant competition victories included
their projects for the Robben Island Millennium
Structure, the Oprah Winfrey Leadership Academy
for Girls, the University of Johannesburg Arts Centre,
Liliesleaf, the Golden Gate Dino Park Visitor Centre,
Tshwane Bus Rapid Transport stations and AngloAmerican Reinvention. These projects, which cover
a broad range of briefs, conceptual explorations and
architectural typologies, demonstrate that Rose’s passion
for design was committed, insatiable and infectious.
Yet behind the image of a fiercely determined design
competitor, Rose was a caring, gentle man who enjoyed
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nurturing the talents of young architects. In the
same way that he never turned down a competition,
he never turned down the invitation to participate as
a guest lecturer, reviewer and examiner at national
tertiary institutions, to which he was frequently
invited. And within the practice, his tendency to
mentor was folded effortlessly into the necessity
for relevant project output. The time he spent at
junior architects’ desks, sketching or detailing,
was infinitely more meaningful than an employer
‘checking on progress’; it was a deeply personal,
profound conversation about design and life merged
seamlessly into one. His inventive entrepreneurial spirit
ensured that design rigour was applied to all aspects
of the profession − even the brief − and these skills
were generously shared in studio conversation. The
talented architect was an equally gifted and generous
architectural teacher.
As the 2014 Sophia Gray laureates, the MRA
partners rose to the occasion, despite the challenging
advancement of Rose’s illness. The work on display at
Bloemfontein’s Oliewenhuis Art Museum ranged from
the well-known ‘nation-building’ projects to houses,
galleries, schools and even a sundial. This immense
body of work displayed was a profound testimony to a
life’s passion for all things South African: its landscape,
its people, its history and its future.
It is for this exceptional, passionate, life-long
contribution to the profession that the SAIA Gold Medal
for Architecture is conferred posthumously by the SAIA
board on Jeremy Robert Rose – may his architectural
legacy continue to inspire us.

Gold Medal −
Mira Fassler Kamstra

Mira Fassler Kamstra graduated from the University
of the Witwatersrand in 1961. After starting as one of
five women in the first year, Kamstra was one of three
to graduate. She grew up in an environment permeated
with design and architecture. Her father, John Fassler,
was a professor and later the head of architecture at Wits,
and an associate of Bernard Cooke and Rex Martienssen.
In her early years of practice (1962–1970), Kamstra
worked for a series of leading architects: Andre Hoffe,
Hans Hallen, Willie Meyer and John Fassler. She also
married and had three children during this period,
combining the rigours of practice with the challenges
of bringing up small children.
In 1969, Kamstra worked with John Fassler on the
Central Campus Master Plan at the University of the
Witwatersrand. On the death of her father, she inherited
his practice in 1971 and was forced to step up to the
challenge of completing Senate House at the University.
In the 1970s, Kamstra practised independently and
in association with other architects, before going into
partnership with Marcus Holmes, as Fassler Kamstra +
Holmes Architects, in 1978. Some of Kamstra’s bestknown works date from this period, most notably her
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Every project is approached with a high level
of attention to detail and design, and Kamstra
has developed a deep knowledge of architectural
conservation and landscape design
work at Saheti − the primary and nursery schools −
and House de la Harpe, for which she received Awards
of Merit in 1977 and 1981. Over the course of her career
she has received a total of six SAIA Awards of Merit as
well as three Regional Awards.
Her body of work is extensive and wide-ranging; from
individual works and adaptive re-use to large-scale civic
proposals. Every project is approached with a high level
of attention to detail and design, and she has developed
a deep knowledge of architectural conservation and
landscape design. Her work in this regard was recognised
in 2007, when she was awarded a Gold Medal for House
LP Collet in Inanda by the SA Landscapers Institute.
Kamstra has also served the profession during
her career in a variety of roles, from membership of
various committees of the former Transvaal Institute of
Architects to membership of SACAP validation panels,
and external examiner at several schools of architecture.
She was elected President of the Transvaal Institute of
Architects, serving in that capacity from 1993−1996,
when the institute was reconstituted.
Kamstra’s work has been published and exhibited
extensively and she has been a sought-after speaker.
So it was no accident that she was the first presenter of
the Sophia Gray Memorial Lecture and Exhibition in
1989. She has generously contributed to the profession
by ensuring that architectural heritage and institutional
memory are sustained, not only by mentoring young
professionals, but by archiving her and her father’s
drawing and book collections.

SHE HAS GENEROUSLY CONTRIBUTED TO THE PROFESSION
BY ENSURING THAT ARCHITECTURAL HERITAGE AND
INSTITUTIONAL MEMORY ARE SUSTAINED.
It is for this enduring legacy − her contribution to the
discourse of architecture in South Africa and an oeuvre
of architectural work of sustained excellence spanning
over 50 years – that the Gold Medal for Architecture
is awarded by the SAIA Board to Mira Fassler Kamstra,
SAIA’s own grande dame of architecture.

SAIA Medal of Distinction −
Sindile Alfred Ngonyama

From humble beginnings as a child in Middleburg in the
Karoo, Sindile Ngonyama’s family was forcibly moved to
a township in Whittlesea, outside Queenstown in ›
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Ngonyama’s loyal service to the betterment of the
practice of architecture and the transformation
of our environment deserves recognition
the Eastern Cape. This is where he completed most
of his schooling and, after matriculating, Ngonyama
worked in a government drawing office in the Ciskei
for a number of years.
Having always had an aptitude for art and handcrafts, he was granted a bursary to study architecture
at the University of Cape Town. Ngonyama graduated
from UCT in 1986, and worked both in the private and
government sectors before opening a branch office for
Plan Architects in East London in 1993.
Ngonyama is a founding director of Ngonyama
Okpanum and Associates (1997), where he continues
to practise, with offices in East London, Port Elizabeth,
Cape Town and Johannesburg.
He is best known to the SAIA board, its members and
the wider architectural fraternity as their immediate past
president, having served two consecutive terms of office
(2012–2016) and, during this period, having steered the
institute through the UIA 2014 World Congress and the
implementation of the new SAIA Constitution.
Ngonyama has also been instrumental in establishing
the Mdantsane Community Development Trust, and
has run the Emerging Contractor
Development Programme of the
Department of Public Works.
He has served as local chairman
and later national deputy president
of SABTACO (South African Black
Technical and Allied Careers
Organisation).
Ngonyama’s service to
architecture in South Africa reflects
the natural leadership qualities of
his personality and temperament. His steady growth
in stature, as a statesmen, and voice in the profession
has gained the respect of all, and his loyal service to
the betterment of the practice of architecture and the
transformation of our environment deserves recognition
at the highest level. His four years at the helm were well
beyond the call of duty and his agreement to a second
term of office is a credit to his selfless dedication to SAIA.
It is with gratitude and immense admiration that the
Medal of Distinction is conferred by the SAIA board on our
own architectural statesman, Sindile Alfred Ngonyama.

HE HAS A STRONG WORK
ETHIC AND IS A DEDICATED
TEACHER WHO SETS HIGH
STANDARDS FOR THE
EDUCATION OF ARCHITECTS.

Architectural Writers and Critics Award −
Professor Iain Low

Iain Low is known to fellow SAIA members primarily
as the editor of the annual Digest of South African
Architecture. Endorsed by SAIA, it has a mandate to
review and document the annual production of
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SAIA members over each year and present the work
as a detailed record and archive for the benefit of the
greater architectural community. It is appreciated by
SAIA members, used by students and purchased by
the public. It provides an excellent opportunity for
architects to present themselves and engage with
society at large.
Professor Low has served on the editorial board,
and later as editor of the Digest for South African
Architecture, since the 2003/4 edition (Volume 7).
During that time, he raised the standards and ensured
that these were implemented without compromise. In
addition to his full-time position at UCT, Professor Low
has dedicated a large portion of his time to ensuring that
the Digest for South African Architecture remains one
of the leading titles in the profession. This has resulted
in it becoming one of the top titles in publisher Picasso
Headline’s stable, and winning PICA awards. Professor
Low’s thought-provoking editorials have also influenced
the architectural debate amongst architects, academics
and students alike.
Professor Low has also been involved in a number
of initiatives for SAIA:
• He has been a member of the editorial board and
editor of the Digest of African Architecture published
in 2008 to accompany SAIA’s bid to host the UIA
congress in Durban in 2014.
• He has been a member of the editorial collective
of the first few editions of the SAIA Awards book.
• He has sat on a number of committees to advise
on the structures for other SAIA publications and
publication-related initiatives. These include Arch SA:
Journal of the South African Institute of Architects,
and a number of SAIA publications.
Research and writing is an integral part of Professor
Low’s everyday life as an academic. He has stated
that “the projection of ideas into the public domain
is both a means of engaging and of measuring one’s
participation in a community”. His area of research
has always included space and transformation,
the contemporary [post-apartheid] city, and the
sustainability and transition of South African cities
for the future.
Professor Low is published in many local and
international architecture and urban design journals,
and is regularly invited to deliver papers and participate
at various international and local conferences
and examinations.
Professor Low is a fiercely independent and critical
thinker, uncompromising, outspoken and fearless in
criticism. He has a strong work ethic and is a dedicated
teacher who sets high standards for the education
of architects. He is a straight talker, has been fondly
described as ‘prickly’, but always generously shares
his wicked sense of humour.
The Architectural Writers and Critics Award is
conferred by the board of SAIA on Professor
Iain Low. It is well-deserved and overdue. ■
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book review

Dreaming Big
A review of an authoritative book on the
27th Sophia Gray Memorial Lecture, and
a call for a fuller record of the occasion
and its surrounding events.
By: Roger C. Fisher, Professor Emeritus at the
Department of Architecture, University of Pretoria

1

T

he Sophia Gray Memorial Lecture, conceptualised
by this publication’s editor, Paul Kotze, and hosted
annually through the offices of the Vice Chancellor
of the University of the Free State (UFS), is an
important occasion for the gathering of South Africa’s
architectural collegiate. Since many other annual events
are clustered around this occasion, it’s a time when
colleagues can commune in Bloemfontein, free from
the distractions of bright lights or demanding clients.
This book is the record of the 27th such event, which saw
the first locally grown and practising Sophia Gray laureate
give the lecture. Not only is Anton Roodt from the host city
but, through his father, Professor Leon Roodt (1924−1995)
− whose practice he has inherited and grown, to whom,
with Roodt fils son, Leon-Pierre, the compendium is
dedicated – he is connected to the academic traditions
of its architecture and history. It is thus fitting that he
should take on documenting the occasion – and he has
done so with authority, finesse and panache.
Oddly, the event has resulted in few monographs
and associated literature. Roodt, with his academic
connections and legacy, is sensitive to the need
for establishing a record and: provides a synoptic
background to the Sophia Gray Memorial Lecture series
(vi); lists the laureates (vii); is introduced by Professor
Walter Peters (xiv-xv); and has Dr Hendrik Auret, of the
UFS Department of Architecture, introduce the City of
Bloemfontein through a chronology of maps, images
and texts, before presenting the text and images of the
projects offered in his lecture.
The book concludes with images from the associated
mini-congress, then the gala meal following the
presentation of the lecture, and thumbnails of the posters
on exhibition. It is thus a thoroughly rounded record of
the context of the presentation and event. What Karel
Schoeman has done for the historical Free State and
Bloemfontein as its biographer, Auret captures for the
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architectural imagination. Roodt literally builds on the
legacy of his father’s PhD, documenting the built legacy of
the historical past of the Free State as palette for his oeuvre.
But one always wants more. It is perhaps not the
responsibility of the laureate, but rather the Department,
to provide the full record. A feature of the lecture is the
range of venues selected for the presentation. It would be
useful to have a record of these with a short statement of
their significance.
The Department’s Jan Ras usually orchestrates other
events, which are memorable in their own right. Places
visited, congresses, mini-congresses and suchlike add to
the richness of the occasion. We take these for granted
but minds fade and institutional memory dissipates, so
perhaps it’s time for the full record.
Architects invariably become creators of documents,
initiated into this art at the inception of their studies.
With media technology, book-making is brought to
the level of fine art − as evidenced by the design thesis
documents from schools of architecture. This book is
a model of the art, with the graphics well located and
balanced on the pages, and – my bugbear − little by
way of clashing of graphics in the spine binding. The
extensive sponsor list bears witness to the costs of a print
production, here done on high-quality paper.
The title promises big dreams. In his text, Roodt says
architects deal in dreams. As oneiropolists (he prefers
oneiroscopists), they are interpreters of dreams. He ends
by referring to his own home, a space (rather than place)
where one is permitted to dream. The dreams presented
here are big – not in the sense of largeness or extravagance,
but through accretion of place, space and time. ■

1 Roodt, A. 2016. Big dreams in a small city: Places of memory, spaces of imagination.
Bloemfontein: Roodt Architects (ISBN: 978-0-620-72036-6).
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Project Background

The developers of modern, sustainable housing estates
have increasingly been looking at the longevity and
performance of construction materials used on site.
Sitari Country Estate near Somerset West is presented
as ‘the art of country living’. According to the developer,
UVEST, ‘olive groves, orchards, water features and
landscaped gardens are subtly intertwined in a secure
environment’. It offers 3 150 units
of luxury and premium residential
apartments, village homes and
country homes, including a private
school and shopping centre. Due
Developer: UVEST Property Group
to its green spaces, it also makes a
Associate Developers: Trinity
bold eco-statement.
Projects, Power Developments, Manor
Homes, Siyahamba Sonke
Upmost in the mind of the
Architects: BPAS Architecture
designers was the impact of
Roofing: Youngman Roofing
the development on nature
Roofing steel supplier: BlueScope Steel
and inhabitants. Well-known
Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd
Roofing profile: Diamondek
premium steel roofing material,
Roofing material: Clean
Clean COLORBOND® Ultra
COLORBOND® Ultra Matt – AZ200
Matt in AZ200 coating mass
Colours: Alley Matt, Iron Matt and
was specified by the project team
Granite Matt
and formed into very popular
Photos: Gareth Griffiths Imaging
and ‘much-loved’ concealed-fix
Diamondek by Youngman Roofing.
“With excellent clipping performance, market-leading
drainage capability and unique aesthetic appearance, this
product gives outstanding performance especially when
manufactured in BlueScope Steel’s Clean COLORBOND®
Ultra Matt range,” says Stef du Toit of Youngman.

SITARI COUNTRY
ESTATE

1 Sitari Country Estate near Somerset West

14
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Matt concept taking off
at other housing estates

According to the relevant specifiers, other eco-sensitive
sites that are resorting to similar low gloss finish roofing
solutions include: Val de Vie, Paarl; Clara Anna Fontein
(near Durbanville) and Chapman’s Bay, Noordhoek.
“At Val de Vie, a matt finish was preferred to the higher
gloss alternative as it creates a slightly more subdued and
obviously less reflective finish from the installation.
This was perceived as being important for the overall
visual identity and as being more homogenous with the
slate tiles selected for some of the homes,’ says Stephen
Whitehead, Boogertman and Partners, Cape Town. ■

Contact details
BlueScope Steel
Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd
Tel: +27 21 442 5420
Email: arno.hanekom@bluescope.com
www.bluescope.co.za

image: Gareth Griffiths

A bold
Eco-statement

According to BlueScope’s Regional Manager for
Africa, Arno Hanekom, manufacturers of Clean
COLORBOND®, “We conducted extensive testing
and benchmarking before recommending Clean
COLORBOND® Ultra Matt to the developer, UVEST.
Modern pre-painted steel roofing can have a high degree
of gloss caused by the specular reflection of the sun’s
rays off its surface. In an eco-sensitive environment this
often causes a problematic glare that is also disturbing to
residents. Our Clean COLORBOND® Ultra Matt offers
a high-tech and elegant solution to this problem, while
ensuring that the same amount of inbound infrared is
reflected off the roof and keeping the building as cool
inside as when using our standard range; on-site tests
prove this. Longevity is another important consideration
– as an AZ200 material, we confidently recommend
the use of our product as close as 100 metres from the
breaking surf on the beach”.
“Pay the slight premium for the best available material
grade and finish, manufactured in the best profile. In the
long run, you will reap the benefits with roof sheeting
that performs optimally for longer and retains its high
quality finish for a longer duration,” suggests Du Toit.
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Always in
control with
Flow Systems
Flow Systems provides prestige and industrial physical barriers for time and
attendance and access control. The original manufacturer of South Africa’s
access control turnstile, Flow Systems manufactures, supplies and installs:
• 150 standard models of access control and biometric turnstiles
• Speedgates
• Access control revolving doors
• Access control booths and mantraps
• Vehicle access control booms
• Automatic and manual revolving doors
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WARRANTY

24 Fransen Street, Chamdor, Johannesburg South Africa
Tel: +27 11 762 2453 ● Fax: 011 762 2565
Email: info@ﬂowsystems.co.za ● Website: www.ﬂowsystems.co.za
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EVOLUTION
In the speech they gave at the 29th Sophia Gray Memorial Lecture
and Exhibition, this year’s laureates considered the evolving
relationship between past, present and future in their work.

2

16
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1
By: George Elphick and Nick Proome,
Elphick Proome Architects (EPA)

3
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SOPHIA GRAY LAUREATES

“As an architect, you design for the present with an awareness of the past for a future
that is essentially unknown” – Norman Foster.

R

eflection on our completed work focuses
attention on values held, threads of continuity
and architectural position. In as much as a
retrospective analysis is valuable for an incisive
view of created outcome, equally it provides a fertile
opportunity to consider the future. Our endeavour in
the Sophia Gray Memorial Lecture and Exhibition is
to touch on past work, examine selected completed
projects and offer an evolutionary insight into future
schemes. The title ‘Evolution’ couches a framework
to facilitate this mission.

BACKGROUND

We established our partnership, Elphick Proome
Architects (EPA), in 1989 in Durban, having both
graduated from the School of Architecture at the
University of Natal. We often reflect on the impact of the
architectural school and its pedagogic position, and wish
to acknowledge the influences of teachers, mentors and
local practitioners: Hallen, Theron, Mikula, Da Silva,
Frost, Peters, Bierman, Harber and Wang.
Our practice literally grew from bedroom to
boardroom. We rented a bedroom in a house in a
Durban suburb as a start-up, gradually building a team
around us. Today we are a big fish in a small provincial
pond in South Africa’s ‘surfing’ village. We engage
in a broad range of work in terms of both scale and
typology, and remain in a single consolidated studio,
choosing to collaborate in other cities and countries
where opportune. EPA was born into an era where the
traditional ‘old school tie’ project procurement world was
fast diminishing. As young architects, our rainmaking
relied on working fast and furiously speculatively,
utilising a design methodology seeking maximisation of
utility in a framework of creative cost-effectiveness.

DIRECTION

The drama at the heart of architecture is the eternal struggle
between utility and beauty. Conjoining the pragmatic
and poetic is the essence of the tension created between
construction and art, and is the energy of ingenuity.
While it is patent that the aesthetic experience can be
distinguished from functional satisfaction, it cannot be
separated from it or rendered independently from it.
Our position rests significantly in creating appropriate,
authentic, contextual responses that, while delivering
functional adequacy and climatic sensibility, promote
an expressive architecture that exudes a spirit and is
ultimately memorable. Paramount is an overriding
legibility where the big idea is overtly displayed in a
simple, bold way, deploying honest tectonic materiality.
We have tended to deploy design strategies that seek
to maximise opportunity with an economy of means.
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This drives singular spatial concepts, clear structural
expression and climatically responsive envelopes.
We have always treated the plan as political and the
section as poetic, the latter being the driver of spatial
interrogation. We view buildings as cultural products
that result from the constant, dynamic interplay between
form and programme. Ultimately, we believe architecture
is about people, space and light. The focus should be on
creating communities and inspired spaces, and ought
to facilitate the unexpected. Our current endeavours
move towards increasingly adaptable spaces, enclosures
that offer bespoke expression and structure that seeks
a maximisation of economy. Ultimately, like Oscar
Niemeyer, we believe our architecture should be easy to
understand and enjoy – and hopefully hard to forget.

WORKS			

To exemplify our work and architectural position, we
have chosen to focus on 10 projects. Our discourse
is a reflection of evolution, purposefully considering
the precursors to the highlighted projects and their
subsequent influences on work designed for the future.
This presentation navigates through a collection of
projects, affording us insight into our body of work.
It offers the opportunity to narrate various project
typologies, and endeavours to exhibit our design
approach developed over nearly three decades of practice.

ROOI ELS BEACH HOUSE		

This is an exemplar in our exploration of steel-frame
residences, the defining aspects being the idea of a singlespace house, embracing a remarkable environment and
ensuring negligible environmental compromise. Set on
an exposed rocky peninsula, it is conceived as a minimal
pavilion with sub-divisible internal spaces, foiled with
mechanically operable screens. Counterpointed by a
freestanding pool and subterranean entry court, the
elongated pavilion displays a restrained architectural
language, which hovers gently in its unique setting.
Evolving the residential typology by de-materialising the
notion of cellular space, it blurs the traditional regime of
private and semi-private space in offering variant spatial
connections and refuge. Capitalising on panoramic views
across the Atlantic Ocean, the steel-framed box, with
its hull-shaped, timber-clad roof, is designed entirely to
de-materialise enclosure. All external walls are sliding
folding glass doors, filtered by slatted timber shutters ›

1 Rooiels Beach House blurs the traditional regime of private and semi-private space. 2 Vaal
Estate Studio. 3 Forest Lodge is set in a verdant sub-tropical location.
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our typology is
moving towards the
robust, delicately
balancing lightweight
technologies with
hard-wearing
external skins

4

5

6

that open hydraulically, becoming pergolas when open
and a continuous secure screen when closed. Located
in a Mediterranean climate, the concept is reduced to a
floating umbrella that climatically responds with a layered
façade, facilitating natural ventilation, attenuating privacy
and creating a one-room deep space in its purest form.
The lineage birthing this house stems from a series
of steel-framed residential projects with the Glencairn
Studio (2001), Vaal Guest Pavilion (2006) and Bana
Gym (2012) exemplifying these. Here, various strategies
develop glazed framed constructs to deliver clear
responses to climate and context.
The Forest Lodge project represents a future
development that extends the notion of variant enclosure
and single-space plan depth as an assemblage of villas

18
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in a verdant sub-tropical location. It carries the Rooi Els
Beach House architectural thread into an entirely different
context and transforms the singular into a collective.

HOUSE MANSFIELD

The brief demanded an engaging architectural
experience with a direct response to micro context
and climate, using passive ventilation techniques.
Deploying a solution allowing living spaces to open
in two directions, this house commands optimum
orientation, framing views of the landscape with
exaggerated, thin-roof planes to provide shade and
capture rainwater. Cantilevered balconies off the
upper-level bedrooms allow an extended living area
below, and screen early morning sun and breezes
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7

Our studio holds an important place in our
oeuvre as we believe that an architect’s
workplace should reflect practice values,
provide a legible immediacy, and convey
architectural values and sensibilities

with perforated aluminium screens, retracting as
required to prioritise natural ventilation or privacy.
A continuous glazed clerestory is a visual connection
to the outdoors from the bedroom level, allowing
natural light deep into individual spaces. Volumes
and internal sliders between various functions
provide adaptability to engage with spaces across
both levels, using the kitchen as the fulcrum. Large
glass sliding doors open along the two principal
edges of the living area, allowing a seamless transition
to a variety of veranda spaces. This house ultimately
delivers a refined sub-tropical outcome with a highly
functional sustainability element.
House Mansfield is derived from many explorations
into sweeping bowed roofscapes with extruded
verandaed forms. House Belluschi (1991) and Hirsch’s
Hideaway (1995) display roof exaggeration over
narrow floorscapes promoting natural ventilation,
open thresholds and view capitalisation. Elemental
protection and developing uninterrupted living spaces
beneath parasols extend these principles in many of
our future residential projects. Whilst the expression
of simple, legible form is continuous, House Naidu and
90a Bellamont demonstrate that our typology is moving
towards the robust, delicately balancing lightweight
technologies with hard-wearing external skins.
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QUEENS AVENUE HOUSE 				

A secret panhandle site offered a secluded locality to
seed this design. The extensive brief was rationalised into
living, sleeping and service components, distributed into
individual elements loosely arranged on the site, creating
a series of informal courtyard spaces. The intersecting
arrangement of the spatial extrusions is punctuated by
the connections between these linearly arranged wings,
resulting in a dynamic architectonic condition. The idea
of transparency and internal/external spatial connection
is well developed by virtue of the privacy afforded by the
site’s topography and established peripheral landscaping.
Planar expression of forms, enclosed with large glazed
frontages, result in a minimal, restrained language.
A limited material palette of off-shutter concrete, corten
steel and hardwood were combined with white primary
fabric to reinforce the integration of the building within
its context, imbuing it with a quiet yet tactile quality. ›

4 House Mansfield delivers a refined sub-tropical outcome with a highly functional sustainability
element. 5 House Hirsch displays roof exaggeration over narrow floorscapes. 6 House Naidu is a
delicate balance of lightweight technologies with hard-wearing external skins. 7 Queens Avenue
House is imbued with a quiet yet tactile quality. 8 House Rosenberg – relaxed geometry. 9 House
Fellner plays on the contrasts of heavy and light, closed and open, transparent and solid.
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Open, loose
and flexible,
these innovative
and tactile
workspaces
offer an
environment
that has proved
to be creatively
enduring

10

A brief exploration of ‘wall dominant’ houses precedes
this residence and presents a departure from the lightweight
‘roof dominant’ houses we had previously pursued. House
Rosenberg (2014) creates a dynamic formal tension with its
relaxed geometry contrasting the Cartesian geography of its
predecessors. House Bana (2013) expands on this approach
in a group of three buildings forming a family enclave.
House Fellner takes direct cues from Queens Avenue in
its linear assemblage, forging a respectful engagement with
an emblematic bush landscape and playing on the contrasts
of heavy and light, closed and open, transparent and solid.

HERRWOOD SKYE

Conceived as an exclusive apartment development
with panoramic ocean views, the Herrwood Skye
site offers a prominent corner position in its Umhlanga
Ridge precinct. This project represents our endeavour
to create a design solution that delivers a unique
expression derived from a matrix of variant apartment
types. The intention was to blur the boundary between
internal and external environment to accentuate
interactivity to the favourable locale, and to create
individual and differential unit typologies to represent
the individuality of the apartment. The selected
configuration offers a variety of apartments, volumetric
duplexes and penthouses, all positioned to ensure
privacy and maximise prospect. Balconies undulate,
and the apartments extrude back and forth, presenting
a dynamic edge condition that offers individuality
and differential spatial qualities. The interiors engage
with the outdoor spaces via expansive glazed frontages,

20
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allowing extensive interaction with the views and
offering integrated living environments.
Historically, our apartment work is varied.
The Spinnaker (2008), in the Point Precinct, exhibits
a bold profile over its 29 storeys, with shear walls
shaped in the curved form of a billowing sail. While
the raking setback form of 30 Degrees (2006), in
Umdloti, reflects the topography of the beach dune
profile and provides a sensitive form response to
its context.
The Premier Hotel project heralds a new
approach, where the random façade treatment
acknowledges both the orientation and the quality
and grading of the constituent rooms and attendant
public spaces. Herrwood Skye has patently offered
direct precent in this design.
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We have enjoyed
many opportunities
to design corporate
head offices and a
consistent spatial
anchor has been
the atrium

15

EPA STUDIO

Our studio holds an important place in our oeuvre
as we believe that an architect’s workplace should
reflect practice values, provide a legible immediacy,
and convey architectural values and sensibilities.
Hugging a steep, south-facing slope, the design
capitalises on distant ocean views and the contiguous
environment of natural bush. The form responds to
this context as a rectangular glazed pavilion, elevated
on tapering concrete columns of varying height,
and engages into the hillside with an entrance court
providing access into the upper level reception and
meeting room area. A lofty studio is created beyond,
facilitating strong spatial and functional connectivity
between levels. Inspired by the intimate relationship
to adjacent tree canopies, the roof evolves into a thin,
over-sailing inclined plane supported by a steel
structure of ‘branch-like’ brackets. This work
environment has served us well as an emblem of
our practice and continues to demonstrate a legible
design direction in our work.
Soon after our partnership started, we built our
first practice studio (1991). As fledging practitioners,
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we enthusiastically embodied a plethora of architectural
ideas into this building. Two clear notions, however,
emerged: a large oversailing roof and imperative
spatial connectivity over workspace levels. Rewardsco’s
first building (2000) explored the roof as a dominant
element being influenced by the floating roof of the
Huletts head office nearby. The KwaMakhutha library
(1998) developed the metaphor of an open book and
translated this into slender butterfly roofs, with an attic
becoming one of the key germinations of our studio.
Future projects directly influenced by the EPA studio
include the Toyota Business School, which deploys
active parasol roofs, and Richefond Circle offices, which
display a continuance of slender roof planes morphed
into a wall and floor trace. ›

10 Herrwood Skye’s apartments, volumetric duplexes and penthouses are all positioned
to ensure privacy and maximise prospect. 11 The Spinnaker exhibits a bold profile over its
29 storeys. 12 The Premier Hotel heralds a new approach. 13 The KwaMakhutha Library boasts
slender butterfly roofs. 14 The Toyota Business School deploys active parasol roofs. 15 EPA Studio’s
design capitalises on distant ocean views and the contiguous environment of natural bush.
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CAREFUL CONSIDERATION
OF CAPTURING EXTERNAL
VIEWS, THE BALANCE
OF FUNCTIONALITY AND
COMMUNAL SPACES
SERVED TO DELIVER A
PREMIUM WORKPLACE
ENVIRONMENT

16

17

18

ILLOVO RIDGEVIEW

This office complex is conceived as two buildings
arranged around a landscaped forecourt. The Illovo
building is a corporate head office and Ridgeview is
a premium-grade speculative building. Entrance to
both buildings is gained off an indigenous landscaped
forecourt into voluminous atria. Transparent entrance
articulation announces the reception foyers. These
spaces are warmly treated in timber-clad ceilings with
crafted reception joinery. Careful consideration of
capturing external views, the balance of functionality
and communal spaces served to deliver a premium
workplace environment. The sectional arrangement
on the most prominent corners of the site is inversely
stepped to create larger office floor plates the higher
the buildings rise. The most remarkable feature is the
filtered façades designed in response to urban interface
and solar orientation. Highly tuned, carefully shaped
fritted glass solar fins are suspended off curtain-wall
fenestration on these key façades. These elements are
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visually permeable and view-friendly, providing a
constantly variable and unique, functional building skin
that become the signature of the urban composition.
This project follows a history of office building
notable for explorations of façade. The Consulmet
(2014) building enjoys prime exposure to the N1 freeway
in Johannesburg. The façade combines the need for
solar control in response to west orientation with the
opportunity to announce the business name on a
billboard. In the Maputo SB building (2014), crafted
stone, off-shutter concrete and delicate fenestration serve
as touchstones to the Illovo Ridgeside project.
The new Naidu Consulting office explores an angular
random web of corten, creating a brise soleil shielding
the west orientation as an infill façade between solid
bookends to deliver a powerful urban image.

RCL FOODS HEAD OFFICE

The conceptual approach for the RCL offices responded
to the need to create a new culture for the amalgamation
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WE BELIEVE OUR ARCHITECTURE SHOULD BE EASY TO
UNDERSTAND AND ENJOY – AND HOPEFULLY HARD TO FORGET

20

21

of five businesses, and to retain the best talent available.
Accommodating 700 people in a bespoke environment,
the imperative for numerous different meeting spaces,
a focus on food and spatially connected workspaces
with an emphasis on legible public interface was overt.
Awkward solar orientation, together with a pre-existing
parking podium under construction on a steep site, were
critical design drivers. The four-level solution deploys
an interlocking sectional typology generated around
a linear atrium. Entrance is from a landscaped court
directly into the atrium, which features a long steel stair
rising from grade to the executive level, connecting a
series of bridges. The atrium interfaces with each office
floor variously with expressed meeting pods. A canteen,
meeting clusters and development kitchens all open
into the atrium. Externally, an over-sailing roof caps the
transparency of the atrium and its angled blade-column
signifies entrance. The rendered exterior is characterised
by brightly coloured solar screens as a filter infill to
a thin-framed assembly. This contrasts a funky, raw
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interior, imbuing an adaptive reuse quality to create
a unique workplace reflecting the RCL philosophy.
Early explorations into pared down workplace
environments are exemplified in The Hardy Boys’
studios (1994; 2008) and the Oakbrook Project (2013).
Open, loose and flexible, these innovative and tactile
workspaces offer an environment that has proved to
be creatively enduring.
Our proposal for the future WPP offices offers a
collective workplace for ad agencies. This scheme creates
a giant roof umbrella and a louvered, naturally ventilated
shared atrium space, driven on the RCL experience. ›

16 Illovo Ridgeview is an office complex with two buildings arranged around a landscaped
forecourt. 17 The Consulmet offices enjoy prime exposure to the N1 freeway in Johannesburg.
18 Naidu Consulting offices explore an angular random web of corten. 19 RCL Foods Head Office
– a unique workplace reflecting the RCL philosophy. 20 Hardy Boys offices reflect a pared down
workplace environment. 21 WPP offices – a collective workplace for ad agencies.
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OUR LONG-TERM VISION PROMOTES A CARING AND LIVEABLE AFRICAN CITY WITH A HEART

23

24

UNILEVER INDONSA PLANT

Described as ‘industrial art’, the brief for the Unilever
Indonsa Plant was to create a global flagship and a
sustainable, energy-efficient state-of-the art production
facility. Comprising a dry food plant with integrated
research-development facility and offices, the design
concept is a formal metaphor in reference to the
conveyor production processes integral to the factory.
Disengagement of the offices from the main building
allowed this to be expressed individually and a
concordant architectural language is displayed at a
variety of scales from the production space through
the office joinery. The large factory building’s roofs use
segue sectionally, expressing the mechanical processes
internally, while the offices are characterised by the
image of two interlocking conveyor belts. This machinelike quality is amplified in the perforated aluminium
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solar louvres, while the office entrance is announced by
an over-sailing portico supported on randomly arranged
angled columns. A unique sustainability feature is the
water-neutral strategy, where rainwater harvesting, grey
water and conditioning condensate recovery provides
nearly all the water requirements for the complex.
The powerful design concept evident in the realisation
of the building is considered to be an exemplary
synthesis of theory and form.
The Gottlieb development (2010) is a direct
predecessor to Unilever’s complex. Its linear
extruded office envelope and crafted reception
space provided inspiration.
Print Park, under construction, is a substantial
complex housing the merger of three established print
businesses. Here the office component conveys the
colourful, whimsical nature of media print, in setting
an extruded form as a foil to a neutral-sheeted industrial
box, reiterating the Unilever design strategies.

INVESTEC BANK OFFICES			

Investec Bank’s site enjoys panoramic ocean views and
the brief demanded a sophisticated expression of an
established corporate image; to complement the existing
global Investec portfolio and convey the institution as
a leading international bank. Transparency and the
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The driving factor that tied the
designt ogether was the desire to keep
it simple, exhibiting an
uncluttered refined elegance
desire that all the occupants should experience activity
within the building was a design driver, being overtly
displayed in a cathedral-like glazed atrium and prismatic
cantilevered glass meeting pods. Escalators engage clear
circulation in the arrival space and promote a legible
energy in the atrium. The cubic formal assemblage
of the building is directly driven by orientation and
context, yielding a balanced composition of juxtaposed
wall planes and linear roof elements. A feature that
distinguishes this building is a delicate veil of fritted
glass suspended as an attenuation screen to the atrium
envelope. The driving factor that tied the design
together was the desire to keep it simple, exhibiting an
uncluttered refined elegance. As Le Corbusier wrote,
‘simple is beautiful’.
We have enjoyed many opportunities to design
corporate head offices and a consistent spatial anchor has
been the atrium. The LPS buildings in Maseru (1996) was
our first exploration of sizeable atria, while the original
ABSA head office in downtown Durban (2005) uses a
15-storey atrium to connect new space and old.
Future projects conceptually centred on the atrium
include the third Rewardsco building and the Oceans
Mall, where a foray into fluid spatial manipulation is
explored. The new ABSA offices, like Investec, deploy a
lateral atrium to engage directly with the public realm. ›
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22 Unilever Indonsa’s plant has a unique sustainability feature, thanks to its water-neutral strategy.
23 The Gottlieb offices feature a linear extruded office envelope and crafted reception space.
24 Print Park is a substantial complex housing the merger of three established print businesses.
25 The Investec Bank offices have a delicate veil of fritted glass suspended as an attenuation screen.
26 Standard Bank regional head office. 27 Oceans Mall is conceptually centred on the atrium.
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OCEANS PRECINCT

To design an integrated mixed-use development on a
prime site in the central village of Umhlanga in 2011, the
primary task was to achieve 90 000m² bulk comprising
retail, a hotel and apartment towers within a single
cohesive urban framework. The Oceans project leads
an ambition to reform the social relationships between
street, citizen and architecture. To this end, and to
promote a continuous, interactive urban interface, the
new interventions create a predominantly pedestrian
environment. As lead architects for the project with
joint venture partners, we created a design solution
that arranges parking and retail in an extensive linear
podium for three tower blocks. A key hotel anchors
the southern end and two 23-storey apartment towers
terminate the linear assembly at the northern end.
The height differential across the site from west
to east promotes a sectional arrangement of lower
retail interfacing the public promenade, parking
above and a retail level interfacing the upper road.
The impact of the extended podium has been mitigated
by modulating the length with three mall entrances,

28 The Oceans Precinct was designed to create a predominantly pedestrian environment.
29 The Ussher Street scheme features the retention of historic mining structures. 30 The Heart
of the City project involves a development strategy for the most significant portion of Durban’s
CBD, the Centrum site.
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coinciding with the residential towers and rooftop
conference centre. A conscious effort to reduce the
scale of the façade results in deploying a variety of
tactile materials and the incorporation of balconies and
pergolas, which ebb and flow in response to pedestrian
routes and edge condition. The mall interior seeks to
promote extensive/interior exterior relationships and
ocean views that connect to the context. This substantial
project will fundamentally complete the urban
development of central Umhlanga.
Our previous urban framework design experience
largely rests in the investigation to expand the SBSA
offices in central Johannesburg (2005). The Ussher Street
scheme, undertaken with GAPP Architects, conceived
the redevelopment of an entire city block and featured
the retention of historic mining structures alongside
new offices for the bank.
Durban’s growth pattern has been driven north
and west of the original CBD. Umhlanga is a new
urban centre, with expansive rolling hills of sugar
cane having been given over to a new urbanism of
precinct developments. Many of our projects have been
built in these. With the economic crisis, increasing
unemployment and political turmoil, South African
cities remain segregated and sprawling with the legacy
of apartheid perpetuated. So, together with a group
of partners, we have recently assembled a strategic
development project to generate leverage for the benefit
of local citizens, workers and residents. Our ‘Heart
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WE RECOGNISE ARCHITECTURE TO BE THE ART THAT HAS THE MOST IMPACT ON
EVERY SOCIETY, one that can improve quality of life and that offers the
same rich opportunity for practising architects as we have enjoyed
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of the City’ proposal is a major intervention, which
defines a development strategy for the most significant
portion of Durban’s CBD, the Centrum site. This
development is envisaged to sustain and reinforce
the city core, improve service opportunities, increase
tourism, support existing centre city facilities, activate
densification and become the central transport node
of the region. The scheme incorporates public and
private buildings, retail, offices and affordable inner
city housing and is planned as an appropriate mid-rise
scale. An integrated central city park is incorporated
and the low-rise urban grain is counterpointed with
a tower block, located to capitalise on its location
as a powerful new focus in the cityscape. Our long-term
vision promotes a caring and liveable African city
with a heart, where current patterns are reversed
and people are able to take up opportunities to work,
live and play in the centre of our city.

images: supplied

CONCLUSION

We are honoured and privileged to have had the
opportunity to present our architectural world and
theory of evolution through the Sophia Gray Memorial
Lecture and Exhibition. We hope that our architecture
articulates and asserts quietly but persistently. We
recognise architecture to be the art that has the most
impact on every society, one that can improve quality
of life and that offers the same rich opportunity for
practising architects as we have enjoyed. ■
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advertorial

the only sanas accredited
test rig in south africa
a

luminium Architectural Systems supplier HBS
Aluminium Systems now has an ISO 17025
accredited laboratory, equipped to test products
in line with SANS 613: 2011 (excl. par. 5.7).
According to South African National Accreditation
System (SANAS) the HBS test rig is the only one in South
Africa that enjoys this recognition. It is the largest of its
kind, accommodating test samples from 600mm high to
6.1m high by 3m wide.

Some of the test rig capabilities include:

• Performance classifications from A1 to A6
• Water resistance from 200Pa to 700Pa
• Deflection (positive and negative) from -3500Pa to
+3500Pa
• Structural proof loading from 1500Pa to 5250Pa

HBS personnel has been declared competent and approved
as Technical Signatories by SANAS. This means that when
a test certificate is issued by HBS, it is legally acceptable
and does not need the signature of a professional engineer
– saving HBS customers time and money.
Regular calibration of equipment is key to maintaining
SANAS accreditation. HBS equipment is calibrated with
International Laboratory Accreditation Conference (ILAC)
traceability, thus ensuring accurate results every time.
By achieving SANAS accreditation the HBS laboratory
now has national and international recognition for
competence and test reports. No other test rig in South
Africa can currently make this claim.
HBS offer branded aluminium systems which architects
and fabricators can trust – it has been tested to destruction
in the only SANAS accredited test rig in South Africa. ■

2

1
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1 Hettienne MacCarthy, SANAS accredited Laboratory Manager and Technical Signatory.
2 Instrumentation and control panel at the back of the test rig.
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Issues Relating to

University
Planning and
Design

Part 2 in the series inspired by the work of
the association of Louw and Dewar on four
major educational institutions in South Africa
looks at the University of Cape Town and the
University of the Witwatersrand.

part 2

By: Professor Dave Dewar and Mr. Piet Louw

I

n the previous issue of Architecture SA (88),
conceptual underpinnings of an approach to
university planning and design, developed by the
planning and urban design association of Louw
and Dewar, were articulated. This article builds on
this, showing the implication of the way of thinking
for spatial relationships and spatial form through
two case studies: The University of Cape Town and
the University of Witwatersrand. A subsequent
edition will focus on the Nelson Mandela and
Rhodes universities.

The University of Cape Town

The University of Cape Town (UCT) is made up of
a number of discrete campuses: the main campus
(formed around the inspirational plan of Joseph
Solomons), which lies on the lower slopes of Table
Mountain; the middle campus; the lower campus;
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the medical campus; Hiddingh Hall in the city bowl;
and the Graduate School of Businesses in the Waterfront.
In 2005, Dewar and Southworth were commissioned
to develop a spatial framework for the southern part
of the university (the main campus, middle campus,
lower campus and the medical school). Because of
changing circumstances, Barbara Southworth was
later replaced by Piet Louw. After the overall framework
was completed, Louw and Dewar worked on a precinct
plan for the lower campus. When the work began,
UCT catered to about 22 000 students.
The southern portion of the university is located in
the southern activity corridor of the city − one of the
largest of an incipient family of mixed-use corridors,
which should be reinforced in any strategy to restructure
the city. Despite its strategic location, when the project
was initiated it was only weakly integrated with the
urban and natural systems of the corridor.
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Figure 1 shows the figure-ground of university
buildings in 2005. Two points emerge from this.
The first is the lack of integration between the different
sub-campuses. The second is the poor quality of
public open space and the lack of order, as opposed
to orderliness: the university had been growing reactively
over time, with each new building being treated as
an object in its own right.
Largely as a result of this incremental process,
the university faced a number of serious spatial
problems. These included a lack of integration of the
campuses: roads that operate as barriers; fragmented
development pockets; a lack of physical connections;
areas with poor surveillance, which, the police
verified, correspond with high crime zones; and
numerous dead edges.
Figure 2 diagrammatically shows the urban design
concept. The status of the freeway as a scenic route
moving through green space is respected. The
mountain penetrates into the local area to the greatest
degree possible, creating extensive continuities of
green space. Urban development is treated as ‘citadels’
carved out of the green space, so views of, and from,
the mountain slope are maximised. In terms of
movement, the predominantly north-south movement
of shuttle buses (across the contour) interacts with
primarily east-west pedestrian flows (along the contour)
in a highly efficient manner. Similarly, local movement
systems connect efficiently with park-and-ride
points and to the citywide public transport system.
To promote permeability, a new subway under the
freeway, connecting the northern part of the upper
campus with the middle campus, was proposed.
Similarly, an important proposed new connection
was a pedestrian and bicycle connection over the N2,
allowing direct pedestrian connection between
the northern and southern parts of the site.
Internally, a system of linear spaces (streets)
interconnects with a series of forecourt or gateway
spaces through which the university precinct is
entered. Central to this is a ‘great street’ running
south-north and connecting the middle campus
to the medical campus. This street is intended to be
one of the main future social spaces of the
university and of the city. Green forecourt spaces
occur in association with university complexes.
At the heart of the system is a green court made
up of the original homestead at Welgelegen (seen
as the reception centre of the university) and a
‘village green’ (used for sport, walking and jogging
by members of the university and the community).
The interconnected armature thus created generates
a logic of publicness and privacy within which all
activities find a logical place. The relationship
between university buildings, street space and green
space echoes elements of the spatial language of
the upper campus, bringing a unified feel to the
entire complex.
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1

2

Urban development is treated as ‘citadels’
carved out of the green space, so views of, and
from, the mountain slope are maximised
The approach generates a system of precincts,
made up of compatible activities of very different
character: mixed-use precincts (academic, office
and residential) on the upper, middle and medical
campuses; a performing arts precinct; an
administrative precinct; residential precincts;
sports complexes; an historic reception precinct;
the village green; and a central social precinct.
Each precinct assumes a logical location, according
to its requirements for public exposure. ›

1 Figure-ground of existing university buildings in 2005. 2 Diagrammatic urban design concept.
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The relationship between university
buildings, street space and green
space echoes elements of the spatial
language of the upper campus, bringing
a unified feel

3

4

3 Possible future figure-ground patterns. 4 Evolving precinct plans for the middle and
lower campuses.
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Figure 3 shows the potential figure-ground
configuration when all of the infill buildings have
been completed. In this approach, most university
buildings are seen as background buildings: the primary
role of all is seen as defining and making public open space
– the spaces between buildings. It can be seen that
a far more coherent integrated system results; spatial
quality is improved considerably; and land is more
efficiently utilised.
In order to develop the framework, it was necessary
to work across scales. Figure 4 shows preliminary
evolving precinct plans for the middle and lower
campuses. Central to this exploration was integrating
the upper, middle and lower campuses, not just through
pedestrian connection but also through the creation
of an hierarchical ‘family’ of public spaces, the most
important of which occurs at the intersection of Japonica
Walk and the beginning of the great street. The plans
also sought to establish more orthogonal geometries:
the middle campus was originally planned in the 1970s
around a somewhat wilful diagonal.
In 2011, a precinct plan for the lower campus was
commissioned. Figure 5 shows the composite constraints
and informants, which are all respected in the precinct
plan. A number of themes run through the plan:
• Maximise surveillance over public space
• Respect heritage by framing significant
heritage objects
• Make maximum use of existing vegetation and
seek continuities of green space
• Attenuate rain water on the surface as a placemaking element (part of this included making
a culvert under the street for the threatened
Cape rain frog)
• Promote NMT dominance – keep cars to the edge
of the precinct and channel pedestrian flows along
well-lit paths
• Work sensitively with topography
• Respond differently to different edges, depending
on their role
• Enter the precinct through spatially defined gateways,
using techniques such as pinching or splaying
• Recognise and enhance strategic views, both from
within and without
• Order the site around an interlocking system of
spaces and places
• Respect the transition from public to private space
• Controls and guidelines should be strong but minimal. ›
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landform
trees of high and medium value
stone edge treatment
stone steps
stone furrow
significant view cones
gateway condition
urban conservation area
no g0 setback line
prefered setback lines
dominant pedestrian route
infrastructure:
sewer pipe
water main
stormwater pipe
electricity lines
sub-station
structures and settings:
1 baxter theatre (grade 2)
2 glenara (grade 3a)
3 strubenholm (grade 3a)
4 ballet school (grade3a)
5 admin building (grade 3b)

5

The University of the Witwatersrand

In August 2008, Louw and Dewar in association with
Urban Solutions (L. Hansen) were commissioned to review
the Spatial Development Framework of the University
of the Witwatersrand (Wits). This resulted in a new
development and design framework for the Braamfontein
and Parktown campuses, completed in June 2009.
Figure 6 shows the location of the Braamfontein
and Parktown campuses. Three points emerge. The
first is that they’re both centrally located, but not to
the same degree. Braamfontein is effectively part of the
inner city – the historic core of Johannesburg. The
second is that the two campuses are only weakly and
indirectly linked. A major objective of the study was
to integrate them more closely. The third is that the
two campuses are strongly ‘boxed’.
Figure 7 shows composite constraints and informants:
it shows the campuses in their relationship to the city.
These constraints and informants are non-variable
factors that need to be taken into account in developing
a sub-metropolitan concept. Shown here are the
central ridge lines, the major movement network
(rail, BRT and vehicular connections), city landmarks,
particularly the symbolic connection between City
Hall and the Great Hall of the University (Senate
House), important greenbelts and the ‘poormans belt’
of lower-income communities, which the university
is committed to help through research and social
outreach programmes.
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expanded and consolidated cape rain frog domain

The primary integrative concept at a sub-metropolitan
scale is shown in Figure 8: two strong ‘bastides’ on the
ridges, connected by an L-shaped armature that connects
the two campuses. The armature connects some of the
main institutions of the city – the Great Hall, City Hall,
the Constitutional Court and Constitutional Hill, the
Pieter Roos Park and the central space of the Parktown
campus – thus making the university an essential part
of the public life of Johannesburg, and of the educational
and institutional arcs.
The armature represents a zone of future expansion. It is
an investment armature: it indicates a search zone in which
the university should actively seek land. The L-shaped zone,
therefore, should become more mixed-use over time, with
a rich mix of university and city activities. As a general
principle, future academic functions should take the form
of infill projects on the existing campuses; activities such
as sport should occur on the edges of the campuses, where
they can be relatively easily shared and accessed from the
outside; and senior student housing should be considered
within the armature, where the housing can ‘lean on’ and
contribute to the facilities of the city.
The concept also reveals places where there are
potentials for the city and the university to engage in ›

5 Lower Campus: Composite constraints and informants.
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6

7
8

6 Braamfontein and Parktown Campuses in their city settings. 7 Composite constraints and
informants. 8 Diagrammatic integrative concept. 9 North view of model.
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9
public-private partnerships. These include: an NMT
initiative along the connecting corridor between
Senate House and the Town Hall; the Braamfontein
University squares; a heritage trail between the
management sub-campus of the Parktown campus,
Constitution Hill and the sub-campuses of the
Braamfontein campus; the football stadium complex;
the possible standardisation of university and city public
transportation ticketing systems; and the development
of university-city ‘foyers’.
Figure 9 shows the model of the two campuses, once
the proposals have been implemented. Each one of
these will be discussed in turn.
Figure 10 shows an interpretation of the main constraints
and informants impacting on the Braamfontein campus.
A number of points emerge from this:
• The strongly ‘boxed’ nature of the campus
• The huge severing effect of the freeway and the
unresolved nature of the eastern edge of the
western sub-campus
• Weak city connections, particularly in the south
• A tendency to sprawl, particularly in the west
• The disruptive nature of the bus depot
• A spatially powerful historical space and axis
on the east sub-campus
• A much weaker structural system on the western
sub-campus, with confused and diffuse pedestrian
flows. However, some potential exists in the form
of the Charles Steen stadium and the potential
axis, focusing on the Tower of Light, running
north-south
• The lobsided development between the east and
west sub-campuses.
Figures 11 and 12 show the concept for the Braamfontein
campus: Figure 11 is the diagrammatical concept and
Figure 12 shows the potential form once identified
infill opportunities have been realised. A similar set of
ideas are applied to both campuses, creating a pleasing
symmetry. These include:
• Campus edges are strongly defined, reinforcing
the idea of the ‘bastide’ and actively discouraging
future sprawl ›
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SATAS FOR
PRODUCT
CERTIFICATION

South African Technical Auditing Services (SATAS) has been accredited by the South African National
Accreditation System (SANAS) according to the strict requirements speciﬁed in ISO 17065 “Conformity
assessment – Requirements for bodies certifying products, processes and services”. As an internationally
accepted Product Certiﬁcation Body, SATAS has for many years had the responsibility to certify manufacturers
according to different national standards in the steel, timber and plastic pipe industries.
It is of the utmost importance that all internationally accepted product certiﬁcation bodies demonstrate full
compliance, including critical aspects relating to impartiality and levels of technical competency.

Accredited galvanising

Laminated timber

Included within our scope of SANAS Accreditation is
SANS 121 (ISO 1461): 2011 “Hot-dip galvanised coatings on
fabricated iron and steel articles”. This standard is of particular
importance when design engineers and/or architects specify
hot-dip galvanised zinc coatings as the preferred method of
corrosion protection. At times, hot-dip galvanised zinc coatings
are speciﬁed for architectural applications where the aesthetics
of the zinc coating is of signiﬁcant importance, as opposed to
industrial applications where aesthetics are of a secondary
concern. The galvanisers are limited, to some extent, to offer
architectural coating qualities, provided that certain very
important aspects are considered and agreed upon during the
design phase of any project.
At times, these aspects include the selection of a suitable
grade of material, fabrication designs to cater for optimal
venting and drainage during galvanisation etc.
All these aspects should be considered by making use
of all available expertise to ensure customer expectations
are achieved. Pertinent information is readily available at
organisations such as SATAS, Hot Dip Galvanising Association
of Southern Africa (HDGASA) and of course, the Product
Certiﬁed Galvaniser who would ultimately be responsible
for processing the material. Invaluable information is also
set out in SANS 14713-1 “Zinc coatings – Guidelines and
recommendations for the protection against corrosion of iron
and steel structures – Part 1 General principles of design and
corrosion resistance”.
This document deﬁnes all the requirements that should
be considered at the design phase of any project, be it for
architectural or industrial applications. There is a general rule
in hot-dip galvanising: what goes into the kettle is what you
get out of the kettle, meaning if all design, fabrication and weld
quality aspects are satisfactorily achieved before galvanising
– the resultant galvanised zinc coating would be perfect, fully
compliant and meet customer expectations.

Too often laminated timber beams are used in a structural
application for esthetical reasons without knowing the load
bearing ability of these units.The end user relies on the engineers,
architects and designers to insist on SANS 1460 certiﬁed
laminated beams for use in a structural application.
Random tests conducted revealed that a large percentage of
laminated beams did not comply with the strength requirements for
a grade 5, as published in SANS 10163.
Many contractors prefer to make use of the cheaper inferior
imported or backyard products. This may result in failures to occur
a few years after construction and in most instances responsibility
would revert to the owner for the repair and subsequent costs.
Only a few laminated timber manufacturers in South Africa are
certiﬁed by an accredited product certiﬁcation body, such as SATAS.
Mainly timber from Pinus and Eucalyptus species is used as
laminates in the ﬁnal product. Proper drying, grading/selection and
machining are very important. Finger joints in laminated beams must
comply with the requirements of SANS 10096.
Adhesive systems are specially designed and tested for use in
speciﬁc application classes, from exposed exterior to interior dry.
Adhesive for use in laminated beams are under strict control and
must comply with the requirements of SANS 10083 part 2: once
the manufacturing process is complete, grade compliance needs
to be veriﬁed. This is achieved by means of
a proof load test where the relevant data is
Timber & Plastic Pipes:
recorded to determine Maintenance of Effort
Abe Stears
Cell: 083 632 3416
(MOE) compliance. Adhesive bond integrity
stearsa@satas.co.za
tests are performed on small samples.
Proper manufacturing process control is
Danny Goodall
vital as the use of the correct adhesive and
Cell: 082 632 3260
timber is worthless if not correctly applied.
goodalld@satas.co.za
The use of laminated beams in a
Piet Posthumus
structural application without traceability
Cell: 083632 4884
and the necessary product certiﬁcation is
posthumusp@satas.co.za
a recipe for disaster.

The SATAS team is proud and protective of their certiﬁcation logo, which is supported by
the motto “Integrity, experience, reliability... nothing less”.

SATAS.indd 1

Metallurgy:
Keven Ebersohn
Cell: 083 632 3404
Ebersok@satas.co.za

www.satas.co.za
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• The campus is entered through a series of gateways,
which should be strongly defined spatially
• A series of new entry points are proposed
• Two east-west pedestrian spines tie the two subcampuses together as closely as possible. These are
made spatially to enhance the pedestrian experience;
• Both sub-campuses are organised around central axes.
On the east sub-campus, the axis visually connects
the Great Hall with the sports fields in the north.
On the west sub-campus, the axis visually connects
the main landmark (the Tower of Light) to the sports
fields in the north
• Both sub-campuses have strong spatial ‘hearts’.
These are the primary informal gathering and meeting
places for staff and students. On the eastern subcampus is the historic forecourt space announcing
the Great Hall. On the western sub-campus, it is a
series of interlinked spaces focusing on the original
Charles Steen sports stadium. This stadium now
becomes a forecourt space announcing a collection
of large, non-departmentally specific lecture halls
• Infill opportunities exist on both sub-campuses. The
eastern sub-campus is close to capacity but there are
still opportunities to use infill projects to improve the
quality of the public space, particularly on the edges of
the sports complex. In this conception, new buildings
are never seen as isolated, independent objects. They
are always used to define and make public space
• On both sub-campuses, vehicular access and parking
is pushed primarily to the edges to promote
pedestrian dominance.
Figures 13–15 relate to the Parktown campus. Figure 13
shows an interpretation of the composite constraints and
informants impacting on the site. These include:
• The fragmented nature of the campus, with a number
of outliers that require integration – the management
sub-campus, Knokando Hall, the Health campus and
Parktown Village ii
• The hierarchical dominance of Victoria Avenue, which
is the alignment of the BRT, but which currently severs
the management from the educational sub-campuses;
• The potential of the two BRT stops
• The powerful visual connections over the Pieter Roos
Park, Constitutional Hill, the Civic Centre and the
historic visual axis
• The potential strength of the green (sports) lung
• Strong heritage influences, particularly on the
management sub-campus
• The peripheral nature of external movement and
the potential opened up by downgrading the route
in the north-east corner
• The confused nature of the spatial structure on the
eastern part of the educational sub-campus
• The potential power of the central University Avenue
and the importance of extending it to the east and west
• The importance of controlling the green wedge in
the south-west corner, between the management and
educational sub-campuses. ›
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11

12

10 Braamfontein Campus: Constraints and informants. 11 Braamfontein Campus:
Diagrammatic concept. 12 Braamfontein Campus: Urban design concept.
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13

The diagrammatic integrative concept is shown in
Figure 14 and it is given form in Figure 15. It is based
on a number of strong ideas:
• The edges of the campus are strongly made
through planting to reinforce the idea of the
contained ‘bastide’
• A clear system of gateways, which are spatially
defined and landscaped, mark the primary entrances
into the campus. The highest order of these
corresponds with the northern BRT stop and
requires special design attention
• A strong green wedge provides a green heart for the
campus. The space extends downward to Pieter Roos
park via a number of generous terraces
• The northern edge of the green system, immediately
south of the primary university avenue, is terraced
to create a viewing platform over the fields, the
park and the city. The view includes visual
connections to Constitutional Hill and the Civic
Centre, which are important orientation points
in the overall plan. The eastern edge of the green
wedge is defined by a generous covered colonnade
and walkway, providing protection from the
elements along the primary north-south pedestrian
movement channel

14

15

13 Parktown Campus: Constraints and informants. 14 Parktown Campus: Diagrammatic
concept. 15 Parktown Campus: Urban design concept.
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• To the north of the edge, the building line of the
Nelson Mandela Children’s Hospital is shaped to
create a generous forecourt space. East of this is an
important public building, which is made as
a landmark – it defines the heart of the campus
• A strong east-west university avenue connects
the health sub-campus, through the main BRT
stops, to the management sub-campus. This
integrative umbilical cord connects a system of
public spaces, which are forecourt spaces announcing
important buildings and which are places of
informal gathering. The avenue should be
sensitively landscaped. Although cars can move
along this avenue, it is primarily pedestrian and
should be made in a way that reinforces this function
• The existing north-east car connection is closed
to cars and should be made as a pleasant
pedestrian walkway
• The management sub-campus has two important
spatial and social hearts: the crescent (originally oval),
which is important from a heritage perspective;
and a large social space to the north of this
• Similarly, Parktown Village ii is organised around
a spatial cross that constitutes the social ‘glue’ of
the complex. ■
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On both sub-campuses, vehicular access
and parking is pushed primarily to the
edges to promote pedestrian dominance
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SWARTBERG HOUSE:

WHITE
ARCHITECTURE
IN THE
POST-SIMPLE
MOMENT
A critical analysis of a house that connects political and personal positions,
yet still reflects the tradition of appropriation in white architecture.
By: Hannah le Roux, associate professor at the School of
Architecture and Planning, University of the Witwatersrand

1
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REFEREED ARTICLE: WHITE ARCHITECTURE

2

ABSTRACT

Swartberg House in the Karoo, designed by Jennifer
Beningfield, an expatriate South African architect,
is the subject of this appraisal that entangles this
journal’s approach of appreciation with a critical
analysis of its significance in the “post-simple” context
of decolonisation. The essay considers the house’s
local typological references, the historical meaning its
typology as a villa embeds, as well as how it functions as
an articulate expression of the architect’s intellectualised
understanding of her relationship with the landscape
made available through centuries of dispossession from
its indigenous inhabitants. Drawing on a parallel notion
established in JM Coetzee’s essays, white writing, of selfconscious literary genres that are “no longer European
and not yet African”, it proposes that this house could,
through reading its own careful design articulation,
be considered as white architecture. It concludes by
considering that, while the aesthetic response and
discursive position this house constructs are exemplary
for South African practice, there are limits to its critical
power outside of a condition of absolute restitution.

WHITE ARCHITECTURE

Swartberg House is a whitewashed structure set against
dark mountains. In late 2016, it framed a necessary
conversation with its architect, Jennifer Beningfield,
about architecture’s place and meaning at the end of a
climatically and politically turbulent year. Beningfield,
who constructed it as a rural second home for her family,
admitted that, in wanting to create a simple retreat
in South Africa, she realised it is never simple1. This
confession was not a reflection of the simple pleasures
offered by the house: its clear forms, iconic views,
the evening cool, the good meal and family around,
but of context. The house, its landscape and, to use
JM Coetzee’s distinction2, the land, are all complex
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constructs that bear discussion to get to the point where
the sense of simplicity they convey is understood in
relative terms. Like the villa, and Swartberg House in
some aspects draws on this historical type, it was created
to represent difference. As the historian of the villa,
James Ackerman3 has argued, simplicity is a desirable
state constructed by its design and setting, in deliberate
contrast to a city lifestyle.

THE SITE’S BACKDROP IS THE SWARTBERG MOUNTAIN RANGE
AND SWARTBERG HOUSE STANDS OUT AGAINST DRAMATIC
GEOLOGICAL FOLDS, MADE ALL THE MORE VIVID BY THE WASH
OF MORNING AND EVENING LIGHT AGAINST DARK ROCKS.
The contrasting world from which Beningfield
retreats is her practice in London, and long hours spent
on exacting building projects and interiors4. A leading
graduate of her generation in South Africa, she was
accepted to Princeton for a masters degree and then to
University College London for a PhD. Her dissertation,
edited as a book, ‘The Frightened Land (2006)’, is
a critical landscape study that intertwines archival
collections of South African visual culture with historical
narratives around the land’s deployment as the primary
site of inequality and dispossession through the
20th century. The book concluded that the landscape,
charged with historical pain, is simultaneously full of
beauty. With this intellectualised insight into the space of
the country she is still deeply attached to, she chose to ›

1 Rendering of house and night skies. 2 Swartberg House in view from the town of Prince Albert.
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establish a pattern of life that would allow for a twiceannual retreat to the Karoo.
After several visits, Beningfield bought an erf5 in the
small town of Prince Albert, located on the edge where
the Victorian townhouses give way to farmland. The
site’s backdrop is the Swartberg mountain range and
Swartberg House stands out against dramatic geological
folds, made all the more vivid by the wash of morning
and evening light against dark rocks (image 2). A cluster
of cubic forms, the house recalls the blockhouses of the
Anglo-Boer wars and the 19th century farm fortresses
of the Eastern Cape. Its whitewashed walls draw on the
technology of the settler dwellings of the Western Cape.
It is a striking house, the product of an accomplished
and sophisticated architect, that clearly makes a formal
statement by mixing the evocation of these regional
traditions with an iconoclastic composition and
details (image 10).
This white house in the Swartberg, this article will
argue, can be seen as a designerly act that understands
South African architecture in terms of practices
parallel to those of white writing that JM Coetzee has
analysed in his eponymous book on the culture of
South African letters6. Unlike literature, architecture in
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South Africa has seldom received critical attention to
its relationship with the interracial power relations that
work through its media to construct and naturalise a
sense of white mastery over the land. Yet, in both writing
and architecture, this power is expressed through the
landscape’s availability to the new owners’ eyes, and
the disappearance in it of those indigenous bodies that,
having lost their land, now labour to maintain it. This
erasure happens as much within private homes, through
the disciplining of servants and the concealed location
of their rooms7, as it does in the representations in the
colonial literature traditions that Coetzee describes
further as a fiction of an unpeopled landscape8. One
might argue, then, that there is such a thing as white
architecture, beyond the colour of walls, that is exposed
in the moment in which Beningfield acknowledges her
house’s post-simple reality.
To consider some aspects of white architecture,
this article will address the house’s design through
entangled modes of criticism: a historical overview of its
architectural genre, a semantic reading of its relationship
with the land and landscape, and a description that
takes its form and lived use into account. These methods
draw respectively on local architectural histories and
Ackerman’s definition of the villa in the western tradition,
on Coetzee’s reading of South African land and landscape
literature – echoed and extended in Beningfield’s own
book – and a reflection on the house in use as well as in
the images produced by the architect. The intention is to
articulate this house as a work that connects political and
personal positions that are neither simple nor resolved,
yet have produced a strong and critical design.

VILLAS, ARCHITECTS HOUSES AND RETREATS

In Ackerman’s history of the villa, he establishes a
lineage for a type of house that is found through the
western tradition from Roman times to the present,
linking Virgil to Le Corbusier. The villa’s form falls
into at least two formal categories, the one cubic and
asymmetrical and the other low slung and arcaded, but its
meaning remains consistent. It always has three qualities:
its invariable setting, the landscape, a relationship to a
view, through which it enacts control over that landscape,
and its function as a demonstration of a virtuous lifestyle
seldom obtainable in pressured urban lives9. A satellite
dwelling, it frames contemplative and simple activities,
making use of the atmosphere and labour of country life to
purify “the urban man of affairs … of the contamination
of the city”10. The villa and its activity are also, inevitably,
the product of wealth and privilege, and extract symbolic
value from the land. Ackerman finds that the villa has a
“quintessentially ideological”11 purpose, as a type with
primarily psychological meanings that outweigh its
economic rationale. He describes the villa as “a myth
or fantasy through which over the course of millennia
persons whose position of privilege is rooted in urban
commerce or industry have been able to expropriate
rural land, often requiring, for the realisation of the
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myth, the care of a labouring class or of slaves”12. In
contrast to the residents of villas, Ackerman notes that
farmers “do not as a rule regard country life as an idyllic
state, but accept it as a necessary condition”13. But, in
South Africa, where farmworkers often have a harsh life
with precarious tenure14, further distinction is needed
between the land as a necessary productive place and
the site of everyday oppression.
While Ackerman’s study excluded non-western villa
traditions, South African architecture’s imperial roots
have ensured the continuity of its western model in
many iconic houses, from the early Cape Dutch farm
homesteads such as Vergelegen, established in 1700,
the Coromandel Farmhouse designed by Marco Zanuso
in 197415, to contemporary holiday houses such as the
Elphick house in Plettenberg Bay designed by Makin
and Masojado in 200016. The generally more modest
houses built by architects as their holiday places or
homes and studios also draw on some villa aspects.
As spaces designed for reflection and demonstration,
Herbert Baker’s Stone House (1902), the Martienssen
House (1940)17, the Biermann House (1962)18, Gabriël and
Gwen Fagan’s house, die Es (1965)19, the Santos’ Rowan
Lane houses in Newlands (1972), and Sarah Calburn’s
Fynbos House (2000)20 are set in careful relation to
landscape views and designed to frame uninterrupted,
constructive interaction between their inhabitants and
images of spatial freedom. It is possible to make a formal
distinction between the purist approach of Stone House,
Martienssen House and the upper level rooms of Fynbos
House that are oriented towards distant views, and those
of the Dos Santos houses with that of the Biermann
House and the lower level of Fynbos House, which are
intended to merge with the surrounding natural streams,
rocks and vegetation. But, in both cases, the land and
the landscape, is an explicit part of the design, brought
into the experience of the house to enrich life within. To
the designers, the implicit right to own these distant and
close relations with the land is claimed and expressed in
benign forms: as appreciation of its picturesque qualities,
as motivation for its conservation, or as opportunities for
the sublime experience of nature by the visitor.
Swartberg House both continues and contradicts this
approach. While Swartberg House clearly uses the view
to animate its interior and creates micro-landscapes
that enhance its atmosphere, it also delimits and even
offsets the power relations that are intrinsic to its role as
a visual frame. For example, the views of the Swartberg
from within the house are largely glancing, seen from
a side window, or one placed off-centre from a bed or
desk (image 3). As a result, the mountains are often seen
in motion, reappearing as one looks up at distracted ›

3 Working sketch. 4 Sketch with volumes. 5 View of terrace and the Swartberg from upper
bedrooms. 6 Dining room table and views. 7 Ground floor bedroom. 8 House from pool enclosure.
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moments between work, rest and sociability. The close
views were constructed with the house and are confined
by low walls that define this middle ground beyond the
edges of the house, but before the edge of the property.
One such wall surrounds the pool, creating a cool oasis
in the larger dry landscape (image 8). A second close view
will be created by an overhanging bougainvillea pergola
that flowers seasonally to create a wall and roof of colour.
The remainder of the erf is left largely as found, in a state
between an abandoned sheep farm and its return to a
semi-desert ecology. The single aspect that is consciously
framed as a visual focus for the house is the sky (image
5). At ground level, the design places many high-level slit
windows for glimpses upwards. The roof’s flat terraces,
protected from wind by the volumes on two or more
sides, are intended for stargazing at the Karoo’s vivid
night skies (image 1)21.
A further genre of historical referent for Beningfield
lies in the global tradition of architects’ retreats,
including the villa of Eileen Gray and Jean Badovici,
E1027, (1927)22, and Le Corbusier’s neighbouring hut,
the Cabanon (1952) in the South of France23. Jorn
Utzon’s Can Lis in Majorca (1971)24 was a clear referent
for the materiality of Swartberg House. As buildings on
remote sites, they all pose challenges for the delivery of
building materials, so their minimalism has a pragmatic
aspect. But, their design further extends the villa-like
ideology of purifying labour as it pursues an agenda
of involving its inhabitants in activating its visual
minimalism. The body’s material comfort is achieved
through deliberate actions in time, enabled through
the flexibility of its material elements and the movement
of the user around the house. Swartberg House has a
disciplining role similar to those of its models, as its
inhabitants move between the areas of the house
through the day and night, and open and close shutters
and door panels to achieve an optimum relationship
with the environment. In this approach to minimalism,
the user’s sense of agency is enhanced, especially in
relation to their metropolitan state of being in airconditioned spaces. Such complexity, physically and
metaphorically, contests the notion of building as
something static, and creates an awareness of temporal
change. By enforcing these reactions to climate,
Beningfield is choreographing the house to convey
a sense of the flux of inhabitation through the cycles
of seasons and days.
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THE FORMS AND SEMANTICS OF RETURN

While the sky and the climate are markers of a global
temporal flux, Swartberg House also reflects the personal
experiences of estrangement and return through which
the architect relates to her land of birth. The dispersal
of globalisation and the intimacy of home are in tension
in modernity, and the house explores the potential of
design to script a resolution to these conditions. On
a literal level, it is a space of reunion for her extended
family still living in the country, with other emigrant
family members and friends, as well as a space for
uninterrupted time with her immediate family.
It also has a decisive disconnect with the urban world
beyond, through its hard-to-reach location, and is
consciously estranged from the interlinkages that the local
vernacular forms through the reach of their gardens or
stoeps. There is one exception to this deliberate detachment
– connection to the leiwater system, the narrow canals
that lead allocations of water from the river to allotments
and assign times for decanting. This water fills a small
reservoir alongside the house, from where it irrigates the
unruly bushes and tops up the swimming pool.

WHILE SWARTBERG HOUSE CLEARLY USES THE VIEW TO
ANIMATE ITS INTERIOR AND CREATES MICRO-LANDSCAPES
THAT ENHANCE ITS ATMOSPHERE, IT ALSO DELIMITS AND
EVEN OFFSETS THE POWER RELATIONS THAT ARE INTRINSIC
TO ITS ROLE AS A VISUAL FRAME.
There is a telling parallel between a house that turns
its back on the town, while maintaining an intermittent
and fluid connection to it, and the personal position that
JM Coetzee has taken in relation to the South African
landscape and literary world. Having laid bare the
mythologies implicit in the traditions of white writing,
Coetzee emigrated to Australia in 2002 and donated his
archive to the US university where he wrote much of that
text25. Yet his own novels, usually semi-autobiographical ›

9 Long section through entrance, living room and terraces.
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in nature, are often set in the Karoo in harsh sites that,
like Beningfield’s house, take time and commitment
to reach and live in. In such sparse settings, human
characters and animals are set against each other in
alternately collaborative and antagonistic relations,
testing the roles and boundaries assigned to indigenous
and settler identities to the extreme. Coetzee’s work
provokes strong reactions from
South Africans, perhaps as
they require a bracing against
the discomforting view of
place evoked by someone who
has achieved the freedom to
alternately immerse and distance
himself 26.
Swartberg House evokes a
similar discomfort and has been
assigned the nickname of “substation” by local residents. This
might be read as a disparaging
association of its formal agenda,
but it also touches on the way
that it is something both necessarily present and linked
to a more sophisticated elsewhere. The image of the
house at a distance as a found object or ruin is also the
consequence of Beningfield’s design strategy to make the
house feel like an occupation, rather than a new building.
The brick and concrete structure was completed ahead
of its fitting out with secondary elements, some of which
disappear into the shell as they are rolled or folded away.
The structure is plastered with a uniformly roughcast
layer that unites and backgrounds the forms of the walls
and ceilings. The floors of the external and internal floors
on both levels are made from dark brown bricks, laid

THE IMAGE OF THE HOUSE
AT A DISTANCE AS A FOUND
OBJECT OR RUIN IS ALSO
THE CONSEQUENCE OF
BENINGFIELD’S DESIGN
STRATEGY TO MAKE THE HOUSE
FEEL LIKE AN OCCUPATION,
RATHER THAN A NEW BUILDING.

10 Ground floor plan and upper level plan.
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with the absorbent cut edges upwards, to the frustration
of the contractor who tried, without full success, to keep
them free of building debris. In their raw and distressed
state, the brick floors suggest an earthen walkway
through the building and an indeterminate temporal
relationship with the pristine structure around it. This
materiality conveys the sense that the house is built
around the path, rather than the passage through the
house. Its bricks lead from the parking area, between the
four white volumes to the patio, to the pool. As Coetzee
observes in Butlers’ poetry, it is water that lies below the
dry soil of Africa and offers itself up to “Africa’s true
children: the native, the primitive, the lonely diviner”27.
However unconsciously, the cut through the house
disrupts the stability of its occupation of the land as it
invokes a primal route across its site.
Beningfield has designed the interior fittings to
extend this sense of secondary inhabitation. Each living
room has one or two warm surfaces, creating a sense of
austerity that aligns with the function of a rural retreat.
The interior materials and their forms are considered in
relation to a projected touch of the users: the door handles
are long strips to allow both small and big people to hold
them. The wet surfaces are finished with white tiles or as
a refined cement slab. Shelves, cupboards and bed frames
are restrained in placement and their articulation, and
the window shutters balance the scale of the shelving
units sharing the same oiled ash wood finish.
Swartberg House breaks radically from the norms of
a classic country home. It feels closer to the layout found
in village vernaculars where the elements have been
added incrementally and so lead in unpredictable and
occasionally convoluted ways to each other (image 4).
The steps to the rooftops and the upper level rooms,
planned as studios, but now in service as bedrooms, are a
case in point as they require exiting at the lower level and
scaling up on the outside. Their role is to offer enough
space for the doubling up, or more, of people in large
family groups. The possibility of complete shuttering
allows for deep, undistracted sleep (image 7).
The concern for embodied experience is continued
at a larger scale in the design of rooms. Each of the four
blocks comprising sets of rooms is slightly angled off the
cardinal grid of the land, creating a form of compression
and release in the path that is narrowest at the entrance
door (image 9). The high volume of the living room is
also shifted away from the adjacent wall to read more
clearly as a cube. With a starkly articulated hearth and
flue on one side, lower passages leading around it on two
other edges, and an opening to the reservoir on the last
wall, this space could be read as the still core of the house,
from which one is most aware of the flux of movement,
water pools, fire and light. Across the passage spine is
a lower space for interaction, supported by the kitchen
counter and dining table between the storage walls, and
a window facing the mountain gorge (image 6).
As much as the house creates a powerful and, to an
extent, affective relationship with archetypal elements, ›
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a tangible unsettledness counters this experiential
narrative. In summer, the views are offset by shutters,
as nocturnal openness alternates with daytime closing.
The purity of volumes is disturbed by the uneven path
between them, and the enclosure of the upper rooms
alternates with the terraces’ openness to the sky. Fragile
natural elements play a powerful role in creating a sense of
place. View a time-lapse animation of the house through
day and night, both in winter and summer”, https://
openstudioarchitects.com/project/swartberg-houseanimation. The house requires work to live in.

CONCLUSION

As one of the most complex forms of material production
designed by an individual, and implemented collectively,
architecture inevitably relies on norms and types to scaffold
any new project. In this house’s design, the vernacular,
the villa and the retreat provided such an entry point,
but the house transcends these models. As Schön points
out, much of what constitutes professional knowledge is
not reflected on during design. The potential of critical
design, whether informed by exile, estrangement or
critical thought, is to open such knowledge to scrutiny
and renewal28. In Swartberg House, elements from its
local and global predecessors show up as ideas, forms
and material approaches. But, these continuities are
Interview with Jennifer Beningfield, Prince Albert, December 13 2016.
COETZEE, JM 1988. White Writing: On the Culture of Letters in South Africa,
Sandton, Century Hutchinson.
3
ACKERMAN, JS 1990. The Villa: Form and Ideology of Country Houses, Princeton,
Princeton University Press.
4
The practice website is openstudio.co.uk
5
This term draws from Dutch, and denotes a portion of land owned in perpetuity
under Roman-Dutch law.
6
op. cit
7
See GINSBURG, R 2000. “Come in the Dark”: Domestic Workers and Their
Rooms in Apartheid-Era Johannesburg, South Africa. Perspectives in Vernacular
Architecture 8, pp 83–100.
8
Coetzee, op. cit p177.
9
ACKERMAN, JS 1990. The Villa: Form and Ideology of Country Houses, Princeton,
Princeton University Press. See specifically Chapter 1, pp 9–34.
10
p12
11
op cit. p10
12
ibid
13
ibid.
14
For current and historical narratives of the conditions of rural farmers, see, for
example: VISSER, M & FERRER, S 2015. Farm Workers’ Living and Working
Conditions in South Africa: key trends, emergent issues, and underlying and
structural problems. Pretoria: The International Labour Organization. ; BOZZOLI,
B & NKOTSOE, M 1991. Women of Phokeng: Consciousness, Life Strategy, and
Migrancy in South Africa, 1900–1983, London, Heineman.; and HEAD, B 1981.
Serowe: Village of the Rain Wind, London, Heinemanm
15
See Spazio é Societá
16
See https://www.designworkshopsa.com
17
See HERBERT, G 1975. Martienssen and the international style: The modern
movement in South African architecture , Cape Town-Rotterdam, AA Balkema.
18
See documentation in POLWARTH, C 1994. A study of the influence of Barrie
Biermann on the architectural culture of Southern Africa. Masters in Architecture by
Research, University of KwaZulu Natal.
19
See working drawing and photographs at FAGAN, GT & BARKER, AAJ 2013.
House Gabriel Fagan in PRETORIA, UO (ed.) Gabriel Fagan Collection.
20
See http://sarahcalburn.co.za/portfolio/fynbos-house/
21
The legendary lack of light pollution in the Karoo has led to the location of the
Sutherland Observatory and the Square Kilometer Array radio telescope in its territory.
22
See CONSTANT, C 1994. E. 1027: The Nonheroic Modernism of Eileen Gray.
Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians, 53, 265.
23
See https://capmoderne.com/en/lieu/le-cabanon
24
See http://www.canlis.dk/en/can-lis. Beningfield cites this project as an explicit
influence on the Swartberg House. It was built as a retreat for Utzon and his family
in the wake of the fight over the execution of the Sydney Opera House that led to his
withdrawal from the project, and suggests a modest but restorative way of life. It is
still in use as a retreat for architectural research on Utzon and associated themes.
25
See http://www.hrc.utexas.edu/press/releases/2013/coetzee.html
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moderated by intentional negations of the material excess,
passive behaviours and the presumed ownership of land
they unconsciously convey. What the design process has
achieved, through physical distance, cultural critique and
intuition on the architect’s part, is to acknowledge and
question the constructs that the architecture of privilege,
rooted in imperialist history, repeats in South Africa.
Swartberg House is scripted to convey a sense of the
unsimple contradictions of its existence in the forms
and life of the retreat.
This is not to say that this house can fully meet the most
extreme restorative practices that might be needed to fully
transcend the impacts of white settlement on this land.
It may react to and mitigate its thermal loads, but it still
consumes material. It lies on the edge of town furthest from
the matchbox houses of North End, where the descendants
of indigenous people now live. It might pay homage to
their paths, and restrict its own footprint, but it does not
return their land. The house’s architecture is suspended
in the dislocated acts of articulating the potentials of its
site without claiming them, and of continuing traditions
without owning them. As Coetzee says, “white writing
is only white insofar as it is generated by the concerns of
people no longer European, not yet African”29. What then
is white architecture, if not a necessary transition in the
meaning and impacts of design? ■
Parallel reactions were expressed in the comments of the three anonymous reviewers
with the notion that an expatriate architect, assumed to be more economically
privileged than local residents, might be able to create work that has an exemplary
critical function. Following Coetzee’s own discursive silences, this article will not
attempt to rationally counter such arguments.
27
Coetzee op. cit, p168
28
This argument is developed extensively in SCHÖN, DA 1983. The reflective
practitioner : how professionals think in action, New York, Basic Books.
29
Coetzee, op cit p11
26
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end note

OPEN LETTER TO
STUDENTS OF COLOUR
By: Gaarith Williams

I

am writing to you, from a place of empathy,
because of a deep concern for you and the future
of our discipline. Congratulations on having made
it to this point. You managed to overcome social,
cultural and economic obstacles to gain a degree of
access to a world that was never designed for you.
This in itself is a profound achievement.
During your degree, you will be confronted by
your blackness, as you will be pushed into a world that
prioritises aesthetics: that of your work as well as your
body – its gender, accent, skin tone – over the content
and richness of your thoughts.
You have knowledge of things that your teachers
don’t – you know things that you need to learn to
explain, albeit only to yourself. This knowledge is
something quite exceptional, even magical. You may
know what I’m referring to, or you may still have to
find this/your voice. This is important: our buildings
reflect who we are, so be conscious of how you
explain yourself to yourself. This ‘magical knowledge’
comes from a deep place of understanding who you
are in the world. It is humbling and should not be
used to serve you, for it does not only
belong to you.
Last year I had the privilege to teach
in the first-year architecture studio at
the University of Cape Town. This gave
me the opportunity to reflect upon my
own time as a student there. Beyond the
existential difficulties of being black
within the school, alongside well-travelled,
music-festival-attending classmates –
and beyond not being able to afford
all the drawing stationery, or having
to build models from scraps from my
peers – the greatest difficulty was
undertaking the project of architecture
because, for a person of colour, to build is to submit
to a degree of hypocrisy1.
Our discipline has evolved because of surplus.
Its fundamental values have become dependent on
expediency and material gain. This is more than
likely the world you will enter. It is predicated on
the original sin, that of settlement and land theft,

Think, reflect,
criticise, and speak
confidentially
to them. Address
the culture of
the school. Call
out arrogance of
whiteness
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the crime that led to the genocide and enslavement
of your forebears and the uneasy condition we
find ourselves in.
And here we find ourselves at a critical moment
in history, where you have to call into question the
very value set of the discipline. The challenge is to
rise above all these deeply emotional and existential
difficulties and embark on laying the new foundation
for a decolonised education.
This is a call for you to make your education
meaningful. Draw what you can from those who
teach you, but know they are not necessarily on the
same road as you. Think, reflect, criticise, and speak
confidentially to them. Address the culture of the
school. Call out arrogance of whiteness, polite violence,
micro-aggressions and unethical behaviour.
For a decolonised education, we must demand rigour
from ourselves, and not get caught up in feelings.
This requires a new, unified imagination of optimism,
rooted within the current condition. It requires a
commitment not only to the tired trope of ‘change’
but to a fundamental shift in the way we think about
who we are, how we occupy spaces, the public commons,
aesthetics, economy of use, and opportunity presented
by intersecting differences that divide.
Understand the everyday social workings of the
urban environment, for here lies the most important
lessons. Architecture is about creating support for
human life and for interaction between different
people. Guard your learning time and use it wisely
for remaking worlds and socio-spatial connections.
The academy is a place to grow. You owe it to
yourself, your families, and the black masses to
make the most of it. It is a magnificent opportunity.
Design creativity affords the possibility for a constant
remaking of worlds.
You are in your formative years, faced with much
uncertainty. But uncertainty is our contemporary
condition. Equip yourself for this, learn as broadly
as you can and peruse your interests tirelessly. The
only constant is you. ■
1
Property, that being a demarcated area of land with historical
ownership as a result of theft; as opposed to territory, a perceived
space, with a transient understanding of ownership.
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